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INTRODUCTION

TODAY, MOBILE
DEVICES HAVE
PUT CONSUMERS
IN CONTROL.
Companies that are meeting
customers’ demands for faster,
cheaper, more convenient
experiences are raising the
bar for every industry.

Each year, we evaluate the
quality of mobile experiences
that quick service restaurants are
offering their customers. Why?
The QSR industry is growing quickly and many
QSRs are using technology in increasingly
sophisticated ways. Many QSRs are building dynamic,
customized mobile experiences. Restaurants like
Panera have overhauled their existing models,
leveraging mobile and other in-store technology
to deliver a better customer experience.
These customer-centric companies are the ones
winning market share today. On the other hand, many
international fast food giants lack the agility to deliver
innovative mobile solutions. As they struggle with
clunky infrastructure and franchise models, they are
unable to keep up with consumer expectations.
Although some QSRs are providing better mobile
experiences than others, none are fully satisfying
their customers’ desires. In an effort to help
QSRs understand the state of mobility in the
industry—and what customers really want from a
mobile experience—we conducted this study.
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INTRODUCTION

OUR STUDY HAS THREE KEY COMPONENTS

1

2

3

DATA A N D I N S I G H T S

M O B I L E M AT U R I T Y M O D E L

B E N C H M A R K I N G R E S U LT S

We surveyed 2,500 QSR customers to
find out how they’re using their mobile
devices in QSRs today and what they
would like to be able to do in the future.

We designed this tool to assess the quality
and sophistication of mobile experiences
at QSRs, comparing restaurants’ actual
offering to what customers say they want.

We assessed 75+ QSRs around the country,
using our Mobile Maturity Model to score
each restaurant across various categories.

BENCHMARKS
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Q S R C U S TO M E R I N S I G H T S

WE ASKED
2,500 QSR
DINERS IN THE
U.S. HOW THEY’RE
USING THEIR
DEVICES TODAY
Here's what stood out:

63

%

have at least
one QSR app on their
phones

73

%

have used mobile
within QSRs

35%
use mobile
every time they visit
a QSR or at least
regularly

M E T H O D O L O GY A N D S A M P L I N G
The online survey was fielded in September 2016
among 2,500 U.S. smartphone owners ages 14 to 64.
Respondents were sampled as a representative set of
U.S. consumers (urban/suburban/rural).
Assuming a confidence level of 95% , margin of error for
the aggregate data set is +/-2% .
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Q S R C U S TO M E R I N S I G H T S

Our research uncovered a new
audience QSRs should get to know.

WE'RE CALLING
THEM THE MOBILE
RELIANTS.

This group of consumers, which represents 31%
of all QSR diners, is actively engaging with mobile
to improve their QSR experience—whether it’s
searching for a nearby location, browsing a menu,
placing an order, using a coupon or paying with a
smartphone. Mobile Reliants use their mobile devices:
All day or a lot
Within QSRs every time they dine or at least
regularly

They are defined not by
demographics, but by how they
use mobile within QSRs.
male or female

any income

+6% likely to be female

consistent across all incomes

age 25-34

urban lifestyle

+17% likely to fall
in this age range

+11% likely to live or work
in urban setting

live anywhere
in the U.S.

parents of
young kids

though Northeasterners +16%
likely to be Mobile Reliant

+23% likely to have
children under 10
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Q S R C U S TO M E R I N S I G H T S

WHY ARE
MOBILE RELIANTS
IMPORTANT?

57

Are frequent QSR diners

%

57% of Mobile Reliants eat at a QSR more than once
a week (vs. 44% total), with Mobile Reliant families 14%
more likely to dine at a QSR at least once a week.

Are highly satisfied with QSRs today

33

%

96

%

One third of Mobile Reliants report a very
positive experience at QSRs (9 or 10 out of 10),
compared to 22% for the general population.

Are eager to use quality QSR apps
96% of Mobile Reliants would use a QSR app
that included their top-rated features.

Would visit QSRs more often

85%

If a QSR had an app with their top-rated
features, 85% of Mobile Reliants would
visit that QSR more frequently, compared
to 56% for the general population.

Would be more loyal

75

%

If a QSR had an app with their top-rated features,
75%would choose that QSR over competitors,
compared to 65% for the general population.

Q S R C U S TO M E R I N S I G H T S
QSR
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TOP 5 MOBILE ACTIVITIES
100%
60%

view
promos

place
order

find closest
location

70%

46

view
hours

view
menu

80%

%

52
49 51
%

%

%

90%

61

%

HOW ARE MOBILE
RELIANTS USING
THEIR DEVICES IN
QSRs TODAY?
They rely on mobile frequently

50%

27% of Mobile Reliants use their mobile
device every time they visit a QSR.

40%

They already have QSR apps
Mobile Reliants already have many QSR apps
on their phones, with 44% having 3 or more.

30%

They tend to prefer apps to mobile web

20%

When asked what tools they use regularly, 55% of
Mobile Reliants said they prefer the QSR’s mobile
app, while 53% preferred mobile websites.

10%

.

0%
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Q S R C U S TO M E R I N S I G H T S

WHAT DO MOBILE
RELIANTS WANT
FROM QSRs?

They want it their way
Personalization is key. Mobile Reliants want
the ability to create profiles, save preferences,
customize menu items and easily provide
feedback on their dining experience.

They want easy ordering
More than one third of Mobile Reliants would rather
order from a mobile device than at the counter.
They want to be able to view the full menu, and
then customize and place orders via mobile.

They want to save money
Mobile Reliants want to be rewarded for
their loyalty with offers and discounts
and to earn points for completing specific
actions, like posting on social media.

They want to save time
Time is precious to Mobile Reliants, who want
to see current wait times and receive estimates
for when their food will be ready or delivered,
including guaranteed maximum wait times.

Q S R C U S TO M E R I N S I G H T S

TAKEAWAYS
Mobile has achieved critical mass in QSRs,
especially among Mobile Reliants. Consumers
see mobile as a way to improve the entire
QSR experience, rather than just one part—like
viewing a menu or using a rewards card.

Our research suggests welldesigned mobile experiences may
already be driving increased loyalty
and frequency at some QSRs. When
asked which QSRs they eat at most,
Domino’s—a leader in mobile—
ranked #10 among total respondents.
Among Mobile Reliants, however,
Domino’s jumps to #4 most
visited. The proof is in the pizza.
Successful mobile experiences will cover
the entire journey, from the first rumblings
of hunger to giving feedback on a meal.
QSR brands should think beyond apps
too, considering an omnichannel approach
that may include mobile web, distributed
ordering or third-party delivery systems.
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BENCHMARKS

Based on our research, we built

A PROPRIETARY
BENCHMARKING
TOOL CALLED THE
MOBILE MATURITY
MODEL.
The tool is designed to map the
maturity level of QSRs’ mobile
offerings, cross-referencing the
customer experience components
that consumers find most important
with the mobile functionality QSRs
are currently providing to customers.
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BENCHMARKS

100%

Today, QSR diners say these six
categories are most important.

80%

To see how quick service restaurants stack up in
these areas, we benchmarked 75+ QSRs, populating
our model with 48 use cases related to these areas.

70%

73%

40%
30%

DMI did not work with any QSRs on this initiative, performing all
assessments as undercover customers trying to place an order
via mobile. Our scoring scale includes 40 possible points in each
of the six categories. This makes the highest possible score for
each restaurant 240, which we then convert to a 100-point scale.

76%

50%

DMI used its proprietary Mobile Maturity Model as a
benchmarking tool to assess the quality and sophistication
of mobile experiences at 75+ QSRs in the U.S. in October
2016. Assessments evaluated any and all digital properties
available via mobile at the time of the assessment (including
mobile web, SMS programs, and native applications).

82%

86%

91%

60%

Methodology

92%

90%

WHAT QSR DINERS
WANT MOST

20%

Key

0%

The shaded bars reflect the percentage of QSR diners who
rate each category as valuable or very valuable to them.

10%

customer desirability

personalization

ordering

payment

expectations

pickup

offers & loyalty
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V I S I O N A RY

Receive an alert when order is
ready, with specifics about where
to pick up or driver’s location

We’ll walk you through each of the
six areas QSR diners care about
most. For each category, you’ll see:
How we’re defining it
How desirable it is to customers
How well the industry is delivering on it

S T R AT E G I C

expectations
How do we evaluate a QSR’s
offerings in a particular
category? In the Expectations
example shown here, you can
see the various use cases
we test that contribute to a
restaurant’s expectations score.

Get a notification when
order is started—and track
order progress

TAC T I C A L

See where an order is in
the queue (in-store signage or
in-mobile experience)

One QSR that’s doing it well and why

R E AC T I V E

View estimated wait time
for an order

levels of maturity

BREAKING
DOWN THE SIX
CATEGORIES
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QSR Performance

PERSONALIZATION

QSR

100%
50%

31%

How Important is it?

60%

31

33%

%

Customers want to be recognized as individuals.
They want the ability to create profiles and
save information, preferences and orders.

70%

42%

80%

customer
desirability

90%

76%

Definition

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

industry
average

top 20
average

fast-casual
average

fast food
average

Of the six categories, customers found personalization
fifth-most valuable. While personalization improves
the customer experience, it does not immediately
save a customer time or money. Although it doesn’t
provide great value to customers, the industry has
made personalization a priority when it comes to
mobile. Every QSR allows basic account creation,
likely because they’re looking to populate their CRM
systems. However, few restaurants are providing
much value to the customer through these profiles.

P E R S O N A L I Z AT I O N I N AC T I O N
Protein Bar is a notable exception. This fast-casual
chain allows customers to create profiles where
they can save food preferences and allergies, past
orders and favorite locations. During the ordering
process, they even alert customers about items
that contain allergens they have flagged.
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QSR Performance

ORDERING

QSR

100%

Definition
90%
70%

customer
desirability

80%

82%

60%
50%

33%
22

19%

40%

24%

%

Customers want to customize and place
an order quickly and easily via mobile.

How Important is it?

30%

Customers ranked ordering as the fourth-most
valuable category. Being able to easily view the
full menu and place an order via mobile is key for
consumers. While this may seem obvious, many
QSRs don’t currently offer this functionality. Having
a fully integrated ordering system is no easy feat,
and we believe that’s why several QSRs have
only enabled the menu component. Many apps
and mobile sites allow customers to view and
customize menu items, but not actually place an
order. Traditional fast food restaurants have been
slowest to add full ordering functionality, likely due
to their franchise business model, which makes
it difficult to implement and launch at scale.

20%
10%
0%

industry
average

top 20
average

fast-casual
average

fast food
average

O R D E R I N G I N AC T I O N
Papa John’s stands out in the ordering category.
After opening their app, you can order almost
immediately. Many other QSRs hide menu or
ordering capabilities behind a login, undermining
the convenience mobile ordering should provide.
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QSR Performance

PAYMENT

QSR

100%

Definition
90%
80%

customer
desirability

50%

32%

40%

27%

60%

49%

70%

73%

30%

16%

20%
10%
0%

industry
average

top 20
average

fast-casual
average

fast food
average

Customers want to pay for their food quickly
and easily, with as little friction as possible.

How Important is it?
Of the six categories, payment came in sixth. In this
rather straightforward category, while customers
do want to store payment information for easy
checkout, there’s not a lot of room for exceptional
experiences. That’s why the average score among
the top 20 QSRs is so high, and why the payment
category has the smallest gap between what
customers want and what the industry is delivering.
Right now, all restaurants can really do is allow
customers to save payment information and use
Apple Pay or third-party payment services like
Venmo. On the plus side, it’s relatively easy to provide
an experience that meets customers’ demands.

PAY M E N T I N AC T I O N
Dunkin' Donuts received one of the highest scores
in this category, thanks to its sheer number of
payment options. They accept Apple Pay, Samsung
Pay and Visa Checkout. Plus, loyalty points are
automatically applied to the order total to ensure
customers are getting the lowest possible price.
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QSR Performance

EXPECTATIONS

QSR

Customers want to know how much time their orders
will take, including in-store wait times and delivery
estimates. If things don’t go as planned, they want the
ability to easily provide feedback on the experience.

80%

customer
desirability

90%

100%

92%

How Important is it?

70%
60%
50%

12%

30%

9%

40%

18%

20%

7%

10%
0%

industry
average

top 20
average

fast-casual
average

fast food
average

Definition

Expectations is the most important category for QSR
diners. While the expectation for all QSRs is that
they will be fast, knowing exactly how long getting
their food will take is very important to busy QSR
customers. Despite the importance their customers
place on this category, setting expectations is the area
where QSRs are performing the worst. Fast-casual
brands have been quickest to address this issue, likely
because the food takes longer than at traditional
fast food restaurants. However, fast food restaurants
should not dismiss order timing updates, as the
experiences diners have at fast-casual establishments
may raise their expectations for all QSRs.

E X P E C TAT I O N S I N AC T I O N
Domino's stands out with its pizza tracker, which
continues to set the industry standard for order
timing transparency. Customers can see where their
order stands in the queue, the expected delivery
time and even who is making and delivering the
order. If there are any issues, customers can easily
send a message directly to that employee, asking
to correct an order or update an address.
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QSR Performance

PICKUP

QSR

100%
90%

86%

80%
60%
50%

34%

40%

15%

30%

16%

20%

3%

10%
0%

industry
average

top 20
average

fast-casual
average

fast food
average

Customers want to easily and quickly pick up their
order when it's ready.

How Important is it?
70%

customer
desirability

Definition

Pickup is the third-most valued category for QSR
customers. The top 20 QSRs, who have recognized the
importance of simplifying pickup, are outperforming
the rest of the industry. Pickup-related features,
including giving customers options for getting their
food (e.g., curbside pickup or third-party delivery) and
letting customers know exactly where to find their
order inside the restaurant, help drive operations and
throughput and boost customer satisfaction.

P I C K U P I N AC T I O N
Chick-fil-A is doing a great job of providing diners
with quick and easy order pickup. When placing your
order, you can specify how you want to get your food—
at the counter or curbside. If you choose curbside,
you’re prompted to enter your car’s make and color so
employees can recognize your car in the designated
curbside parking spots when they bring out your order.
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QSR Performance

OFFERS & LOYALTY

QSR

100%

Customers want personalized offers along with
loyalty rewards, as an incentive to return.

80%

customer
desirability

90%

91%

How Important is it?

70%
60%

26%

30%

40%

29

%

50%

38%

Definition

QSR customers consider offers and loyalty the
second-most important category, which is no
surprise given their desire to save money. While this
is an area QSRs are trying hard to address, there’s
still a significant gap between their customers’
expectations and how restaurants are performing.
Many newer loyalty programs aren’t connected to
offers or payment, causing customers to overlook
them. The top performers are integrating loyalty
with customer accounts, ordering and payment
for a seamless experience, with offers that feel
personalized and keep diners coming back for more.

30%
20%
10%
0%

industry
average

top 20
average

fast-casual
average

fast food
average

O F F E R S & L OYA LT Y I N AC T I O N
Taco Bell has integrated loyalty and offers with gamelike incentives within its mobile app. Not only does Taco
Bell reward customers for increasing the size of their
order, they also encourage diners to take actions like
sharing on social media or opening the app every day.
The brand is reaping the benefits of its well-designed
program, with customers spending an average of 25%
more on mobile orders than on non-mobile orders.
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TOP 20 QSRs

Making Strides in Mobile
So, which restaurants offer the
most robust mobile experiences
to customers today? Of the QSRs
evaluated, these scored the highest
within our Mobile Maturity Model.

1

Domino’s

11

Sweetgreen

2

Starbucks

12

Chick-fil-A

3

Taco Bell

13

Quiznos

4

Panera Bread

14

Jersey Mike’s

5

Papa John’s

15

Red Robin

6

Specialty's Cafe & Bakery

16

Boston Market

7

Steak ’n Shake

17

Jimmy John’s

8

Protein Bar

18

Moe’s Southwest Grill

9

Chop’t

19

Jamba Juice

Dunkin’ Donuts

20

Pei Wei Asian Dinner

10
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TAKEAWAYS
100%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

Fast-casual restaurants are often smaller, more agile
and younger than fast food giants. By focusing on
the full customer experience and what’s important
to their key audience, brands like Panera have
become mobile standouts in the industry. Meanwhile,
traditional fast food restaurants like Burger King,
McDonald’s and Arby’s are lagging behind, as they
struggle to scale mobile solutions due to their
complex infrastructure and franchise models.

90%

Right now, fast-casual owns the
mobile space. Of the 20 top-scoring
QSRs in our benchmarking study,
an overwhelming number (70%)
are fast-casual restaurants. The
next-highest ranking category is
coffee shops, then pizza and finally,
traditional fast food restaurants.

20%

Key

10%

customer desirability
fast-casual average

top 20 average

fast food average

0%

industry average

personalization

ordering

payment

expectations

pickup

offers & loyalty
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SO WHAT NOW?
This report is only a snapshot of
our research findings and industry
insights. We work with brands
directly to understand their
business challenges and create
customer-focused experiences.
Please get in touch if you’re interested in
enhancing your mobile offerings or would like
your brand’s mobile capabilities evaluated.
In the meantime, wherever you stand today,
here are some actionable suggestions:

IF YOU'RE GETTIN
G STARTED

Identify your key a
udience
Are

they visiting for a
specific meal?
Feeding their entir
e family?

Understand key p
ain
points specific to
your
dining experience

Is drive-thru slow

?

IF YOU'RE
READY TO ADVAN
CE
Offer personalizati

on

Can you serve up
coupons for items
you know a custom
er likes?

Make ordering an
d picking
up food—and eve
ry step in
between—transpa
rent and
ea sy
Integrate customiz
ation of
food and menu ite
ms with
the ordering proc
ess

Allow customers to
pay with third-par
ty
systems like Apple
Pay, Samsung Pay,
PayPal or Venmo

Develop a loyalty

progra

m
Offer something th
at drives real valu
e
for your customer
Make it easy for c
ustomers
to keep coming b
ack
Let

them save prefere
nces and favorite
menu items

IF YOU'RE
LEADING THE WA
Y
Make your loyalty
program
as effortless as po
ssible
Help cu

stomers redeem,
view and earn
points without thin
king

Be proactive

Let your customer
know when the st
ore
is busy before they
order, or serve up
a
special discount or
promotion when th
ey
walk by

Make food pickup

ea sy

Direct them to a pi
ckup line in-store,
bring it to their ca
r or del iver it to
their home

BENCHMARKS
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APPENDIX

FULL LIST OF
BENCHMARKED QSRs

RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY

&Pizza

Eatsa

Protein Bar

7-Eleven

Einstein Bros. Bagels

Qdoba Mexican Eats

Arby’s

Firehouse Subs

Quiznos

Au Bon Pain

Five Guys

The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

Auntie Anne’s

In-N-Out Burger

Così

Baja Fresh

Jack in the Box

The Ramen Bar

Baskin-Robbins

Jamba Juice

Red Robin

Beefsteak

Jason’s Deli

Rubio’s Coastal Grill

Biscuitville

Jersey Mike’s

Sbarro

Bojangles

Jimmy John’s

Schlotzsky’s

Boston Market

KFC

Shake Shack

Burger King

Krispy Kreme

Sheetz

Captain D’s

Little Caesars

Smashburger

Cava Grill

Long John Silver’s

Sonic Drive-In

Checkers

McDonald’s

Specialty’s Cafe & Bakery

Chick-fil-A

Moe’s Southwest Grill

Starbucks

Chipotle

Noodles & Company

Steak ’n Shake

Chop’t

Panda Express

Subway

Church’s Chicken

Panera Bread

Sweetgreen

CiCi’s Pizza

Papa John’s

Taco Bell

Cold Stone Creamery

Peet’s Coffee & Tea

Wendy’s

Dairy Queen

Pei Wei Asian Diner

Which Wich Superior Sandwiches

Del Taco

Pizza Hut

White Castle

Domino’s

Popeyes Louisiana Kitchen

Wingstop

Dunkin’ Donuts

Pret A Manger

Zaxby’s

We compiled a list of 75 QSRs, drawn from both
QSR magazine’s top-ranked QSRs and regional
quick service restaurants in key national markets.
Appendix A includes a list of all brands evaluated.
Our evaluation criteria was developed in September 2016
and will evolve each year we conduct the benchmarking
study, as QSRs' capabilities (and needs) evolve.
We focus on understanding the customer-facing mobile
experiences that quick service restaurants currently
provide to their customers. Our assessments, based
on our proprietary Mobile Maturity Model, encompass
45+ use cases. Each use case falls within one of the
six key categories most important to customers today:
Personalization, Ordering, Payment, Expectations, Pickup
and Offers & Loyalty. Individuals downloaded and
explored any and all digital properties the brand has made
available to the public via mobile. This includes mobile
websites, branded applications, third-party applications
and aggregators. Each evaluation included an attempt to
order something from the QSR via mobile, as well as a visit
to a brick and mortar location. Each use case was awarded
points if the use case existed (e.g., yes, I can place an
order), and then bonus points were awarded based on
the quality and sophistication of the user experience.
Our scoring scale consists of 40 possible points
in each of the six categories, making the highest
possible overall score for any restaurant 240. All
scores were then converted to a 100-point scale.
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ABOUT DMI

WHY CHOOSE US?

Delivering successful mobility
solutions requires a variety
of distinct skill sets. Between
mobile strategy, UX and app
development, brand and
marketing, big data analytics and
device and app management,
there’s a lot to coordinate.

We’ve designed and built more than 2,000 mobile
experiences and sites over the past 10 years for worldleading organizations, including Anheuser-Busch InBev,
Novartis, Unilever, Universal Studios and more.

At DMI, we’ve brought together all of these services
to create the first end-to-end mobility company.
Our integrated approach allows us to take care
of everything for our clients, from start to finish.
That means no more back and forth with multiple
vendors. Mobility isn’t just part of what we do, it’s
why we exist—to reinvent business through mobility.

We have deep retail and restaurant experience
working with Fortune 500 companies on strategy,
design, development, product innovation, mobile device
management, ecommerce and data analytics.
We excel at building digital experiences focused
on the needs of the consumer. Our processes are
designed to get things in the hands of the users every
2-3 weeks, ensuring that whatever we deliver is desirable
and solves real challenges for the customer.
We work quickly and efficiently. We have a broad
understanding of the QSR landscape and can help restaurants
hone in on specific problems that impact their businesses most.
We have broad experience in data collection and
interpretation, as well as providing actionable insights to
drive business and category change management.
We’ve been named one of the top enterprise app
developers in Forrester’s Mobile App Service Providers Wave.
We deliver secure mobile and ecommerce solutions for
more than 50 leading consumer and business brands.
We are an end-to-end business partner prepared
to execute solutions based on research and strategy
recommendations in order to deliver ideal customer
experiences and drive bottom-line growth.

CONTACT
One Rock Spring Plaza
6550 Rock Spring Dr. • 7th Floor
Bethesda, MD 20817
P 240.223.4800 • F 240.223.4888

DMI Sales Team
U.S. Sales: 855.963.2099
International Sales: 240.200.5848
sales@dminc.com
dminc.com

